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ALUMÉ : It is a family business, with more than
twenty years of experience and expertise in the
world of light and design.
It is the result of the meeting of two enthusiasts
and is part of the SEETECH group.

“We illuminate your outdoor and indoor living
spaces with our exclusive collections. We reveal
the potential of nightlife and we give meaning to
environments under daylight, ALUMÉ is
summarized as follows:

"We Sculpt Your Light"

Our products are manufactured in
collaboration with Belgian suppliers and this,
exclusively! Indeed, we want to give priority to
artisanal know-how and we apply the latest
technologies in laser cutting and powder
coating. All stages of assembly are carried out
in our workshops. This local inking guarantees
us the greatest precision and allows the short
circuit.

Lucie and Serge, the two founders, in
addition to their family ties (cousins) share
a love for design. They form a close-knit
team where the key words are Passion for
Light and High Quality.

Serge Étienne: Founder and electrical
engineer.
Serge has always been passionate about
light. As a child, he spent his time in his
father's workshop, from whom he inherited
the know-how.

Lucie Englebert: Co-founder and head of
international sales.
Lucie is proud to represent the family
brand outside the Belgian borders. After
years in foreign trade, she decided to follow
her instincts by co-founding the company.
Lucie is passionate about craftsmanship,
design and she pays particular attention to
the quality of the products.



Our inspiration is nature! …and its effects.

The Corail collection is inspired by organic
marine forms. Its airy cuts diffuse the light
in an elegant, soft and warm way. It's all
in harmony, it's soothing, it's calm.

The Pastello collection with its delicate
shapes and made from a living material,
we consider this collection as a work of art
in its own right. The translucent stone sheet
gives each room a unique effect.

Collections can of course be personalized.
We adapt everything, the cuts and the
shapes in order to integrate them perfectly
into the architecture, the decoration of your
place.

We even do more. Do you want a
particular logo, a personal design? No
problem. This will create a unique
atmosphere in your home. We create
experiences for you.
 
Finally, our new collection which includes
the luminous planter is already a success.
At the "Maison & Objet" show in Paris, its
entry into the market caused a sensation.
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Innovation and Nature, these are the
hallmarks of our new product. Thanks to its
two-in-one use, both decorative object and
lighting element, we offer with this new
collection a unique and innovative product.
As an option, we offer self-irrigation which
will take care of watering your plants four
times a year. Ideal for your second homes!
  
Fiat Lux!

At ALUMÉ we are convinced that light
influences our lives. It transforms spaces, it
creates atmospheres, it conditions our mood.
Source of life, beneficial influence on our
mental health, we treat it with respect, like
a delicate material to be polished with
delicacy. It is an aid to our visual comfort.
For us, light is synonymous with beauty.

It evokes, reflects our emotions, our feelings
and our thoughts. So like modest and
admiring goldsmiths, we highlight it and we
cherish it.

+32 084 45 50 70
+34 681 24 42 79

Travel Light, Live Light,
Spread Light, Be the Light

- Yogi Bhajan


